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Abstract - Our purpose is, in medium term, to detect in
air images, characteristic shapes and objects such as
airports, industrial plants, planes, tanks, trucks, … with
great accuracy and low rate of mistakes. However, we
also want to value whether the link between neural
networks and multi-agents systems is relevant and
effective. If it appears to be really effective, we hope to
use this kind of technology in other fields. That would be
an easy and convenient way to depict and to use the
agents' knowledge which is distributed and fragmented.
After a first phase of preliminary tests to know if agents
are able to give relevant information to a neural
network, we verify that only a few agents running on an
image are enough to inform the network and let it
generalize the agents' distributed and fragmented
knowledge. In a second phase, we developed a
distributed architecture allowing several mutli-agents
systems running at the same time on different computers
with different images. All those agents send information
to a "multi neural networks system" whose job is to
identify the shapes detected by the agents. The name we
gave to our project is Jarod.
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1 Introduction

Image processing is certainly a major application of
neural networks - NNs - but, above this use, our aim was
to know how agents can become the eyes, the hands, …
the sensors, if not, the senses of NNs, which are very
often some kind of brains in a box : blind, one-armed and
legless. Many neural architectures and algorithms have
been designed, but very often, a specific architecture suits
a specific need and rarely many differents needs. Military
needs are also quite specific, indeed, we know what we
are looking for, but we rarely know when we shall find it,
neither the kind of picture holding the information, and
whether the quality level of the picture is going to be
satisfactory. As we can't code a new architecture each

time the military situation is evolving, we tried to find a
technology allowing in the same frame many different
ways to extract the edges and to identify them. This
approach may also find some roots in Minsky theory [4]
where "agents" act together in order to fulfill a particular
task which is out of the range of any single agent. For us
"agents" are viewed as a triple ability : perception,
decision making, action. (The action ability includes the
possibility to communicate with other agents). If we
reduce the middle phase to a minimum, like choosing a
direction or objects to move, … agents can be described
as reactive entities perceiving then modifying their
environment. We talk about multi-agents systems - MAS
- because these systems are made of numerous identical
agents or groups of identical agents. Those systems shall
be used in many cases, but mainly with a view to simulate
real phenomenons. We can surely use more complex
agents in terms of decision making, but "multi-agents
programming" means for us numerous identical reactive
agents, otherwise, we talk about "agents programming".
In some cases we can observe particular phenomenons
gathered under the label of "emergence". This means that
some MAS develop the cooperation between agents with
no central coordination on purpose to accomplish a task
that no single agent would reach on its own. But nothing
really formal and convincing as been written on it yet.
Thus, there is no "multi agents means" to know and to
use the knowlegde of the whole system. This knowledge,
if it exists, is diluted in the agents, and worse, the real
abilities of the system is distributed more in the
interactions between agents, than in the agents
themselves, because we use small memories agents.
When programming a multi agent system we always try
to make the "perception è decision making è action"
loop as short as possible. Because too many agents with
too long loops may consume to many computer resources
and slow it down. The "decision making" phase is the
most difficult of the three. We must give no more
"intelligence" to agents than they need for simple tasks,
and certainly not enough to succeed in solving a problem
that is not relevant at single agent level. Furthermore if



you expect that a multi-agents system develops on its own
a social or at least a collective ability, it is senseless to
include in the agents that collective ability. And, in any
case, if you do that, it means that you have already solved
the problem you were expecting the MAS to do so. Multi-
agents programming is not so easy [8] and can easily lead
to contradictory code compared to the first purpose of
MAS, which is to use their ability to transform local and
uncoordinated agents actions into efficient collective
behavior. So, our agents are quite reactive and must be
considered as local action capacities.

2.1 Thinking neural networks : first choice

If we use reactive and thoughtless agents we must put
somewhere else all Jarod's intelligence. As the first job of
Jarod should be image processing, we decided to try
neural networks as thoughtfull agents' partners. As many
NNs architectures are available, the first difficulty was to
choose one. After a survey of the literature we stopped
our choice on dynamic architectures [1][6]. More
specificaly we first coded the Grow and Learn - GaL -
and we made several experiments to know if we may need
numerous agents to get enough information from the
image or, on the contrary, if a few agents running for a
short time on the picture  sould be efficient. We first
wanted to use the great ability of GaL networks to
overgeneralize the input information. We coded the same
network as described in [1]. The GaL was feed by reactive
agents running on the image. We stored, in an
intermediate file, the information picked by the agents :
the pixel position and its colour. We then gave the file to
the GaL. After many experiments making variations in
the number of agents and the time while they were
running on the image, we were convinced that using
agents is a relevant way to feed a NN. However, the GaL
is suffering from the same thing that makes, in other
respects, its strength : the overgeneralization. Indeed,
when using jammed images, the GaL generalizes every
single error pixel from the starting image, which
becomes, in the final one, the source of several of the
same kind. Of course, these preliminary experiments are
not real image processing, because we use simple images
made of several random and non-continuous areas of
different colours. Nevertheless, we wanted to get rid of
the single error pixels becoming areas error pixels. To do
so, we added just before the GaL a Kohonen neural
network whose job was to send to the GaL screened datas.
We actually use the Kohonen to make classes, each one
coded in a neuron. If we got better results, we must admit
that the overgeneralization still remains as shown in the
next section.

figure 1 : source image 1

figure 2 : final map

Preliminary experiments and results :

We shall restrict in this paper the number of examples.
The figure 1 shows the 200*200 non-jammed source
image made of several non-continuous areas. Agents are
running 2000 steps on the picture but, actually, they only
record information every 5 steps. On figure 2 we find the
final map produced by the association of Kohonen with
GaL.

If we let the agents run 5000 steps the information
collected by the agents is larger but as shown on figure 3
there is obviously no big difference on the final map. We
empiricaly determine that 2000 steps with 5 agents is a
good average for this kind of 200*200 picture. Figure 4
shows the same experiment using a jammed source
image. We also made the experiment letting the agents
run during 5000 steps. We saw once again, there are no
major differences that may justify 5000 steps. Figure 5
shows what the agents really "saw" and sent to the neural
network. We are aware the behavior of our agents is
extraordinary simple. Actually, a MAS is useless in this
case, any program selecting pixels at random and reading
both their positions and colours, may have done it. But,
remember that the strength of multi-agents programming
is to allow, in the same archictecture, very simple to very
complex agents. In conclusion, the main point we
discovered, is that it is useless to let the agents over run
on the image to get a relevant map produced by the NN.
In other words, the NN finally produces a map which



depicts more than the real knowledge of the MAS.
Because nothing in the MAS itself allows, first, the
agents information gathering, and secondly, the
generalization of these information. Actually, we can not
really talk about agents' knowledge because they do not
have any memory, and do not either change their
behaviors.

On that assumption, we can imagine that the NN may use
the new map to pilot by remote control an other MAS
made of more complex agents with an other purpose as
shown on figure 7.

figure 3 : final map after 5000 steps

figure 4 : jammed source image

figure 5 : intermediate picture

figure 6 : final map

figure 7. Dialogue

2.2 Thinking neural networks : second choice

The first results are quite encouraging, but the GaL
doesn't meet our needs as regards as target recognition in
air images. First, the overgeneralization is a real problem,
secondly we need a supervised type of NN because we
know what kind of objetcs we are looking for : planes,
tanks, trucks, … So, we decided to use [5] results where
N. Nasrabadi uses multi-layers Perceptrons - MLPs - to
achieve automatic target recognition. We partly reused
his work, and particularly the Fully Connected Network
Classifier - FCNC. We made several adaptations as well
in NNs architectures than in the way we train the NNs.
We begin our process by teaching our NN what sould be
recognized later. As it is quite difficult to retrieve
hundreds of military air images, we have to make them
using a limited number of such images. To do so, we use
regular shapes coming from Janes book. To each shape
we apply a first diversifying algorithm, named R-div,
which job is to move at random pixels from original
shape. Thus, we may get numerous R-div images : we
need at least one hundred for the learning phase. Next,
we apply to each R-div image a second diversifying
algorithm, named MRFE for Multi-Resolution Feature
Extraction in [5]. The MRFE algorithm produces lower
resolution images than R-div images. To do so, we need
to split the image using a square mask. This mask is a*a
square pixels. After numbering each pixel (i,j) as show on



figure 8, where i stands for the mask number and j for the
pixel number, we are able to create a² low resolution
images for each R-div image. If we use MRFE once we
get half resolution images. Using it twice allows quarter
resolution images. We shall not go further on, because
the resolution becomes too low. Figure 9 shows a MIG 25
source picture with 3 corrupted images. So, for one
original shape, if we produce (k-1) R-div images to which
we apply MRFE twice, we get finally a set of
(k*(2*a²+1)) target instances. And, we give this
(k*(2*a²+1)) various resolution images to (a²+1) multi-
layers networks in order to let them learn, (see figure 11).
But, one important point stands in the fact that each of
our (a²+1) NNs do not learn all the images. We split the
whole set of training images into (a²+1) sub-sets. The
point is to share the knowledge related to our original
shapes in several NNs. Above our multi-layers
Perceptrons we put a software stacked generalization
layer on purpose to gather all MLP NNs outputs, and to
take a final decision whether the shape is recognized or
not. But, it is also possible to use an average function,
which is easier to code. Indeed, this function uses the
recognition rate coming from each MLP and makes the
average. Several kinds of functions are conceivable, some
more complex as Fuzzy functions, or Dempster-Schafer
functions [7], but we do think that a NN gives more
accurate results. When the learning phase, which may
take a while, is over, we are ready to exploit Jarod neural
part. But, this may not start before the agent part of Jarod
is implemented.

3 Acting agents : second stage

In Jarod first evolution we restricted the detection to
shapes detection and more specifically to planes outlines.
Identifying the plane from which the outlines comes from
is one point, but extracting the planes outlines from the
image background is quite difficult too. On the base of
[2][3] we improved the multi-agents systems with a view
to allow the dialogue between NNs and MAS. As
described in the first section, we use reactive agents,
whose behavior remains quite simple, but this time, we
give them "agentborne" sensors. These sensors use either
Sobel, Prewitt or Laplace gradient algorithms, or adhoc
agent algorithms as in [2]. On figure 11 we can see that
every agent has actually several sensors to help it finding
edges. Below we find simplified agent code :

Sensoring
   If no gradient
     (I walk at random)
   If not
     (I follow higher gradient
      I memorize all edge’s points
      If edge is closed
        (I send edge points series to NN
server))
   loop

It is important to understand the reasons why we use
agents. As we said they are local action capacities with

great autonomy. It is therefore useless to code any central
coordination. Every coordination, if not cooperation,
should follow from agents interactions. So, with a view to
make MAS coding easier we used agentborne sensors
regardless to any overall image processing.

figure 8 : Nasrabadi's Multi Resolution Modular Network
Classifier

Original source
image :

MIG 25 "FoxBat"

MIG 25 picture
after R-div
algorithm

MIG 25 picture
after applying

MRFE to previous
R-div picture : half
resolution image

MIG 25 picture
after applying
MFRE onto

previous picture :
quarter resolution

image

figure 9 : example of training images produced by R-div
and MRFE
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figure 10 : training set produced by R-div and MRFE
algorithms

figure 11 : edge detection agent

This approach allows us to put on the same image several
different kinds of agents, in terms of both moving
behavior and sensors, because we do not really know
beforehand what kind of picture Jarod may process. We
may even consider to combine several sensors on the
same agent provided that in the decision making phase,
the agent finds instructions to process datas coming from
different sensors. Figure 11 shows examples of outlines
extracted by our agents.

Adhoc agent algorithm
using colour differences

Sobel algorithm

 F 18  F117

F 111  Harrier

B 2 F111
figure 11 : extracted edges by Jarod's agents

4 Orientation and scaling stage

To be recognized by the neural network, extracted
outlines must be oriented and scaled. Figure 12 shows a
plane shape detected by an agent after re-orientation and
scale reduction. The edge is oriented according its
vertical symetry axis.

Figure 12 : Orientation and scaling operations

4.1 Symetry axis

Finding the symetry axis is a classical problem that can
be simply solved. In order to solve this problem, a
criterion is evaluated while rotating the shape. The
criterion to be minimized depends on the distance
between pixels from the shape and the central vertical
axis line of the bounding square. Given a shape I defined
by :
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Where N is the number of rows and columns of the shape
I.
Lower the criterium is, nearer the symetry axis we are.
The next step is the scale reduction. To reach this goal,
we apply a projection of the oriented shape on an image
of size 50*50 pixels. Figure 13 shows an example of
determination of the orientation of a shape.

Figure13 : Value of the criterion function of the rotation
angle



4.2 Direction of the shape

Once the symetry axis is found, the direction of the plane
must be set in order to localize its tail. In most cases, the
tail is less wide than the head. So, we defined a criterion
based upon the comparison between the width of both
head and tail.
The processing time is nearly one second for an outline
composed of 1000 points on a Pentium III (500 MHz).

5 Jarod at work

Thus, we have on one hand a MAS, able to seek outlines
on a picture thanks to reactive and autonomous agents
with onboard sensors, and on the other hand a neural
networks architecture made of several MLPs with special
algorithms to create training sets from basic original
images. As our aim was to build a system where MAS
and NNs should be able to work together we decided to
go further ahead and to think about a distributed
architecture which should integrate both MAS and NNs
without any real central co-ordination. Further more we
wanted our system to be able to process several pictures at
the same time. All those reasons led us to design Jarod as
a distributed parallel system which each part runs on a
different computer, (see figure 14). More precisely, figure
16 shows the whole Jarod process.Here is the main steps
in Jarod process : we first teach the MLPs networks as
many targets as required. Then, on several client
computers we put different images to be processed by
MAS.Each time an agent finds an outline, it sends it thru
TCP/IP to a server computer where the MLPs check
whether the outline is known.

figure 14 : Jarod's network architecture

If not, the server sends a negative reply to the MAS client
which goes on. If the edge is recognized the neural server
gives the name of the target, and the MAS goes on. If the
MLPs have a doubt, the server asks the MAS client to
create a sub-picture made of the source image portion that
surrounds the outline. On that sub-picture the neural
server applies first, a common filter and then, puts an
other MAS with specific agents which try to refine
thoroughly the first outline. In any case, and both in MAS
or sub-MAS, after a user-definable time, the agents die to

free computer RAM in order to load other pictures. The
proposed system has an ergonomic interface as shown in
the figures 15 and 16. A client computer can process
several agents given the name of the serveur and its port
which identifies the neural network.

figure 15 : Serveur Interface

figure 16 : Client Interface

The figure 18 shows the kind of picture we want to
process. The potential targets are the russians bombers,
and Jarod is designed to extract the outlines and to
precisely identify the planes. Image on figure 18 is
actually a prototype picture used for testing Jarod 's
identification ability. Indeed, the rounded planes are fake
shapes. They have been pasted on the image because the
neural networks was first trained to identify some
russians planes. This kind of test is made with a view to
know is the agents succeed in extracting the planes
outlines from background. Agents' Results are shown on
figure 19. At this time we teached Jarod only a few
Russian plane shapes. So the NNs results are not really
significant, but Jarod identify with high success rate any
outline such as those on figures 11 and 19, even if the
outline is not entirely drawn or closed.

figure 17 : Jarod at work

5 Conclusion and prospects

As our first aim was both to allow a dialogue between
multi-agents systems and neural networks, and to design



a common frame for several kinds of image processing
algorithms, we may say that the first version of Jarod
fulffiled its purpose. Indeed, we are able to put on several
computers, several images with several kinds of agents,
themselves using several types of sensors. Furthermore,
all the different images are processed at the same time in
a fully distributed an parallel way, with no central co-
ordination. Concerning the neural part, the [5]
architecture meets perfectly our needs, it gives us a means
to teach the neural networks a huge number of different
targets, and it allows identification with a high level of
accuracy. Finally, the neural part is able to communicate
with the MAS part, using sub-images and remote
controled agents. Concerning the prospects, we intend to
develop other sensors for the agents, and to give them
better behaviors for edge seeking. Concerning the neural
part, a great work remains in distributing the knowledge
into several neural sub-parts. Indeed, we plan to make a
pre-classification, by a Kohonen network, depending on
the outline family. For instance the Kohonen may be
trained to separate planes from tanks, or from boats, …
but not to precisely identify the outlines inside each
family. So, if the outline belongs, for instance, to boats
family, it would route the information toward MLPs
specialized in boats. Likewise, we plan, inside each
family, to specialized the MLPs, making them learn sub-
families : French fighters sub-family, Russian destroyer
ships sub-family, … with Kohonen pre-classification at
each sub-level.

Obviously we can say that neural networks or really doing
information fusion. However the question remains for
multi-agents system. The answer is still not easy. Indeed,
are agents an easy and fashionable way to talk about
programs that may seem to be quite autonomous, or, is
agent programming a real model that really update object
oriented programming? Unfortunately , in most cases,
agents are an easy way to talk. Nevertheless, this could be
a good means to design and to use active objects with
autonomous behavior; This is what we did in Jarod. The
key word is autonomy. We designed our agents, which
are active objects, in order to let them decide, according
to what they sense and to their internal state, what action
has to be fulfilled. In that first approach our agents/active
objects or the active sensors of our neural networks,
which give them a real ability to explore the image
whereas a regular neural network can not overstep the
bounds of its "box". Doing so, we help the neural
networks to be more efficient in data fusion by being
more selective.

A second approach may consider using agents as local
and small abilities to make fusion. Indeed, we plan in a
close future to give to our agents more sophisticated
behaviors. They will be able to make a first local data
processing and to share information with other agents.
Doing this will allow the agents to make a pre-fusion of a
large quantity of information that may have been
randomly and separately picked on the image. That the
strength of this distributed approach : the ability to make

distributed pre-processing at lower computer cost than a
single centralized program.

figure 18 : prototype image for Jarod processing
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Figure 19  outlines extracted from test image
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